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  Our cpmpany offers different Does STH have a bearing? at Wholesale Price?Here, you
can get high quality and high efficient Does STH have a bearing? 

have some/no bearing on something synonyms with definitionSynonyms for 'have some/no
bearing on something': shape, impact, affect, put, interact, get, reverberate, make a difference,
come into play

have a bearing on | WordReference ForumsHere is the definition: to have an influence on
something or a relationship to something: What you decide now could have a considerable
bearing Have a bearing on definition and meaning | Collins EnglishIf something has a bearing
on a situation or event, it is relevant to it. Experts generally agree that diet has an important
bearing on your general health. My father's achievements really don't have any bearing on what
I do
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BEARING | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionarybearing definition: 1. a part of a
machine that supports another part that turns around: 2. to discover your exact… If you lose your
bearings, you do not know where you are: to have an influence on something or a relationship
to something:

Have a bearing on Synonyms, Have a bearing on Antonymsregarded. verbhave something to
do with. apply to · be relevant to · bear upon · concern Does "Have a bearing on" also mean
"impact"? - EnglishJun 29, 2015 — Almost all definitions which I've found about this phrase
describes it as a way to say that something is related to something else but the more I 
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HAVE SOME / NO BEARING ON SOMETHING (phraseDefinition of HAVE SOME / NO
BEARING ON SOMETHING (phrase): be relevant/not relevant to His private life has no bearing
on his competence as a manager. This is the British English definition of have some / no
bearing on somethingto have bearing on sth definition | English dictionary for learnersto have
bearing on sth definition in the English Cobuild dictionary for learners, In spoken English, forms
of have are often shortened, for example I have is 

Have bearing on - Idioms by The Free Dictionaryhave (any/some) bearing on (someone or
something). To impact or affect something or someone. How does my lateness have any
bearing on you? You weren't have a/some/no etc bearing on something | meaning of have
ahave a/some/no etc bearing on something meaning, definition, what is have a/some/no etc
bearing on something: to have an effect or influence on someth
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